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TAE phase varies strongly with radius: 
Is ideal MHD sufficient? 

•  Reflectometers measure strong radial TAE phase 
variation (ΔΦ ~ π/2) near midplane 
–  XP 1015 – M3D-K validation 

•  Ideal MHD predicts no phase variation in up-down 
symmetry plane 
–  only sign changes allowed (Φ = 0 or 180°) 
–  midplane was up-down symmetry plane in XP 1015  

 Possible explanations? 
•  measurement geometry (i.e. reflectometers slightly elevated 

above midplane) 
•  coupling to fast-ions (and other non-ideal effects?) 

–  suggested by recent DIII-D simulation + experiment & NSTX 
simulation 

NSTX TAE structure 

 21 

Figure 7:  Spectra of (a) magnetic and (b) core reflectometer (60 GHz @ R ~ 1.1 m) 
showing multiple TAEs during multiple bursts; radial structure of effective 
displacement (c) amplitude and (d) phase for highest amplitude TAEs during chirp at 
t = 448 ms.  Legend shows mode frequency [f] and toroidal mode number [n].  
Modes analyzed are highlighted in (a) and (b) by box.  [Phase is corrected for 
toroidal separation between Q- and V-band antennae.  Location of Q- vs. V-band 
reflectometers cutoffs indicated in (d).] 
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Measurement geometry may contribute to phase variation 

•  Ideal MHD sometimes predicts broad poloidal harmonic spectrum 
Harmonics peak where m ~ n*q(r) 

•  Reflectometers slightly elevated above midplane (θ ~ 1/7 radians) 

•  Dominant harmonic [m(r)] determines measured phase 

•  Possible phase variation:  Φ(r) ~ m(r)θ ~ n*q(r)*θ 
–  θ ~ 1/7, n = 3, qmin ~ 1, qedge ~ 10 "

  ΔΦ ~ (10 – 1)*3/7 ≈ 4 radians 
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culated mode frequency is relatively insensitive to the treat-
ment of the q profile near the magnetic axis.

For values of qmin!1.79, NOVA-K finds two solutions
with very similar frequencies for the AC mode. A compari-
son of the radial structures of the two solutions !not shown"
indicates that they are formed by coupling, with two different
parities, between an AC mode, peaking, as expected, near the
minimum in q #sqrt!"pol"$0.4%, and a TAE peaking in the
neighboring local TAE gap #sqrt!"pol"$0.65%. The extra fre-
quencies are indicated in Fig. 8!a".

Linear coupling also plays a role in hindering the
determination of the AC mode frequency for values of
qmin#1.92. As noted above, the AC mode frequency is not
shown for these values in Fig. 8!a". For values of qmin near
the beginning of the frequency sweep !qmin=2", the lower
TAE continuum forms a deep well with a small hill at the
bottom peaking at the location of qmin #see Fig. 8!b"%. The
AC mode is localized around qmin, and at its lowest fre-
quency for these values of qmin, so it lives in the well. Con-
sequently, the AC mode can intersect the lower continuum,
leading to continuum interaction. In fact, it is radially broad
enough that, despite being localized, it does so. Continuum
interaction causes the AC mode to linearly couple to kinetic
Alfvén waves, which have short radial scale structure.49,50

This short scale structure is not included in the NOVA-K

physical model. One consequence of this is that NOVA-K does
not converge to a single well-defined solution for the AC
mode. Instead, there is an artificial splitting of the AC mode
into a large number of solutions with a large range of closely
spaced frequencies. Thus, the frequency of the AC mode is
not clear at these values of qmin.

The radial structure of the eigenmode calculated by
NOVA-K for qmin=1.86 is illustrated in Fig. 10. The different
curves in Fig. 10 are the poloidal components of the radial
displacement !$r" of the eigenmode. Inspection of the struc-
ture indicates that the eigenmode is formed by an AC mode
strongly linearly coupled to a global TAE.46,48 An AC mode

is expected to have a dominant poloidal component !m=4, in
this case" that peaks in the region of weak shear near the
location of minimum q #sqrt!"pol"$0.4% and weak, but non-
vanishing, poloidal sidebands !m%1=3,5, in this case" in
the weak shear region, as well. The eigenmode clearly has
this structure in the region sqrt!"pol"!0.7. A global TAE is
usually characterized by a large number of poloidal harmon-
ics concentrated in the increased shear region away from the
core.51,46 As can be seen, the eigenmode has many poloidal
components that peak in the region sqrt!"pol"#0.7. Further-
more, the mode frequency lies between the upper and lower
TAE continua there, as would be expected for a global TAE.
Notably, this strong coupling between the AC mode and the
global TAE persists over the full qmin scan illustrated in
Fig. 8!a".

The coupling of AC modes with global TAEs also oc-
curs, of course, in conventional tokamaks. Linear coupling
between AC modes and global TAEs has been recently ob-
served and modeled using the NOVA-K code in the analysis of
DIII-D experiments.48 However, there is a striking difference
between the coupling observed in DIII-D and the coupling of
the eigenmode shown in Fig. 10. The coupling in DIII-D is
distinctly transitory in nature.48 It only persists for a brief
interval during the frequency sweep of the AC mode. The
relatively long persistence of the coupling in NSTX can be
explained in part by the higher inverse aspect ratio of NSTX.
Significant coupling will only occur if the natural frequen-
cies of the AC mode and global TAE are nearly
degenerate.46,48 The higher inverse aspect ratio of NSTX
leads to stronger toroidicity-induced coupling between the
parts of the eigenmode. This increases the range of frequency
separation for which significant coupling can occur. The AC
mode therefore couples to the global TAE over a larger por-
tion of its frequency sweep. The reduced frequency sweep of
the NSTX AC mode, which results from higher & and !&,
also plays a role. It increases the fraction of the sweep for
which the natural frequencies of the AC mode and the global
TAE are sufficiently close for significant coupling to occur.

Two fixed frequency quadrature reflectometers operating
in O-mode at 30 and 42 GHz !reflecting at R=1.45 m and
1.17 m, respectively" are used to measure the structure of the
experimental mode. Figure 11 compares these measurements
to the reflectometer phase fluctuations that would be ex-
pected for the calculated AC mode shown in Fig. 10. Figure
11 shows the profile of the density fluctuation magnitude
predicted by NOVA-K along the reflectometer line of site. A
“synthetic diagnostic,” employing a one-dimensional model
of wave propagation along the reflectometer line of site !re-
fraction is neglected", is used to calculate the phase fluctua-
tions this density fluctuation would produce. The magnitude
of the expected phase fluctuation is plotted for a range of
microwave frequencies versus the major radius of the
O-mode cutoff for each frequency. The plotted value, which
is normalized in units of density, is given by &'̃!n& /2kv,
where '̃ is the phase fluctuation, !n is the density gradient
along the line of site, and kv is the vacuum microwave
wavelength. The magnitude of the phase fluctuation mea-
sured by the two reflectometers is also shown. These
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FIG. 10. !Color online" Radial eigenmode structure of the calculated
!n ,m"= !2,4" AC mode !same mode as Fig. 8" for qmin=1.86. The curves are
the poloidal components of the radial displacement !$r" of the eigenmode.
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Coupling to fast-ions causes phase variation in up-down 
symmetry plane 
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•  Coupling to fast-ions has been predicted by TAE/FL in DIII-D to cause 
spiral structure 
–  Strong phase variation in midplane 

•  M3D-K predicts strong phase variation in NSTX midplane due to fast-ion 
coupling 

•  Do other non-ideal effects cause spiral structure (e.g. resistivity)? 

used to reproduce these effects [7,8]. This code employs a
reduced MHDmodel for the background plasma, while the
energetic particle population is represented by a gyrofluid
model with Landau closure. The evolution of scalar fields
in this model is solved by a 3D initial value code which
includes E! B and fast-ion diamagnetic flows. Alfvén
eigenmodes are destabilized by inverse Landau damping
and mode structures are allowed to evolve freely to a limit
of saturation and even decorrelation [23]. The predicted
influence of the fast-ion population on mode structure is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where a solution obtained using the
ideal MHD approximation is compared to that which
results from TAEFL.

Figure 4 compares experimentally obtained mode
structures with those destabilized in TAEFL at correspond-
ing toroidal mode number, n. Excellent agreement is
obtained with the radial localization and extent of the
mode observed with ECEI. Each RSAE structure is domi-
nated by a single poloidal mode number, m, which is
positively identified in each case. The most notable feature
of the modes shown is a distinct poloidal shearing or
spiraling that is not captured by ideal MHD models. This

mode shear occurs such that regions at greater minor radius
(observed on the outboard midplane) are shifted in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction. For modes localized near qmin,
the phenomenon is characterized by bean-shaped oscilla-
tion maxima and minima, as the degree of shear is not
observed to be constant with radius. Global TAEs and
coupled modes spanning the entire viewing region often
exhibit an extended spiral mode structure. Careful exami-
nation of the phase structure of the modes shown in Fig. 2
reveals that they also exhibit this characteristic. The ob-
servation of this shearing through localized, 2D measure-
ment with ECEI unambiguously identifies the origin of a
radial phase ramp observed in 1D ECE radiometer
measurements [9] and eliminates the possibility that this

FIG. 3 (color). Simulations using TAEFL illustrate that mode
structures are strongly influenced by the fast-ion population. In
(a), a structure with no shearing is obtained by retaining only the
conventional ideal MHD symmetry. Nonperturbative coupling to
the experimentally measured fast-ion pressure profile results in
the n ¼ 4 RSAE predicted at 44.6 kHz by TAEFL and shown in
(b). By systematically varying the fast-ion density and, corre-
spondingly, the eigenmode drive, the zero growth rate frequency
(ideal MHD frequency) is estimated to be 41.6 kHz.

FIG. 4 (color). Imaging of RSAEs near t ¼ 725 ms reveals
shearing of the Alfvén eigenmode structure which cannot be
described by the ideal MHD approximation. In the (a) n ¼ 3 and
(b) n ¼ 4modes shown, the fluctuation phase reveals an outward
spiraling, or poloidal shearing, of the mode in the ion diamag-
netic drift direction. This behavior is well represented in the
nonperturbative code TAEFL, where the effect of fast-ion dynam-
ics is included in the 2D eigenmode structure. A discrepancy in
mode frequency arises from the omission of compressibility
in the simulation model and is found to be consistent with the
geodesic acoustic shift of the Alfvén continuum.

PRL 106, 075003 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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B. J. Tobias et al Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 075003 (2011)  
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Proposal: Investigate cause of TAE radial phase variation 

•  Milestone: IR(12-2) 
•  Experimental Plan: 

1)  Position edge (Q-band) reflectometers in midplane – minimize Ideal 
MHD effect 

2)  Reproduce suitable plasma from XP 1015 (e.g. 141711) 
3)  Small vertical jogs: measure local kθ with reflectometers & local kvert 

with BES 
– further discriminate between ideal MHD and fast-ion coupling (former is very 
height sensitive 

4)  Compare with M3D-K & NOVA-K Fold local kθ  & kvert into XP1015 
validation  

•  Run time: ½ day (minimum ¼ day) 
•  Diagnostics: Reflectometer array, BES, Fast-ion diagnostics (e.g. 

FIDA), MSE, CHERS, MPTS 
•  Analysis: M3D-K, NOVA-K, TRANSP, EFIT, LRDFIT 
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